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Abstract: This paper presents a critical overview of previously proposed etymologies involving the initial cluster *sr– between Chinese and other Sino-Tibetan languages. It puts forth one new etymology, which confirms the simplification of the cluster *sr– to s– in Kiranti and the preservation of this cluster in Rgyalrong languages.
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1 Introduction

The Middle Chinese 生 shēng initial consonant ṣ, which originates from Old Chinese *sr– in all modern systems of reconstruction,1 is attested in a words of Sino-Tibetan origin, and corresponds to onsets either preserving a fricative +/r/cluster or originating from one. Thus, *sr appears to be one of the few consonant clusters uncontroversially reconstructible to proto-Sino-Tibetan.

In this paper, we first discuss previously proposed etymologies, and present the known correspondences of *sr in languages other than Chinese. Second, we present a new etymology and discuss its significance for the conditioning of the sound laws in individual languages.

2 Previous comparisons

Only three Chinese words with initial *sr- correspond to forms that are widespread in the rest of the family and can be solidly reconstructed with initial *sr– clusters. They were first proposed by Benedict (1972).

1Old Chinese follows Baxter and Sagart 2014’s system, Middle Chinese is in an IPA transcription based on Baxter (1992), and Tibetan is transcribed according to Jacques (2012). I would like to thank Wolfgang Behr, Gong Xun, Nathan Hill and Laurent Sagart for useful comments on previous versions of this paper.

1Some reconstruction models, such as that of Baxter and Sagart (2014), allow more complex clusters such as *sNṛ– where *N is a nasal with ṣ as outcome in Middle Chinese. However, even in the case of these cluster an intermediate stage *sNṛ– → *sr– → ṣ– has to be postulated.
The first such etymon is the word 蝨 *srik → śik ‘louse’, which can be compared to Tibetan _DIG_ *srik → śik ‘louse’, Japhug zruŋ and Limbu sīʔ. All words in this cognate set share the same meaning, and there is little doubt that they are related.

The second comparison is Chinese 色 *srak → śik ‘colour, sex, shame’, which is compared to Tibetan भक *bcags, भक *bcags ‘confess’, Burmese hrak ‘shame’, Japhug ty-zrau ‘shame’. This comparison is however less convincing from the point of view of semantics, and in the case of Tibetan, philology suggests that the meaning ‘confess’ is secondary, and evolved from ‘declare’, the meaning attested in its oldest attestation, the bilingual Sino-Tibetan treaty inscription (example 1, translation after Li and Coblin 1987: 40,80), where beags corresponds to Chinese 稔告 ‘make known, explain, declare’.

(1) _ndi-ltar bod rg’a gnis k’i rdze blon-g’is kʰa.toig_ this-like Tibet China two gen sovereign minister-erg together _bcags_ _mnaṭi bor-te_ pst:declare oath pst:throw-conv

Thus the sovereigns and the ministers of both Tibet and China together declared and swore an oath. (Sino-Tibetan Treaty, West face, l. 71-72)

The third one is 生 *N-sreŋ → səŋ ‘live, alive’, corresponding to Burmese hray² ‘alive’ and other comparanda (see STEDT #71). This root has no cognate in Tibetan or Rgyalrong languages.

Other comparisons of Old Chinese *sr– have been proposed by Coblin (1986) in particular, but they are restricted to Tibetan comparanda, and involve words with the onset sr– in Tibetan. Nearly all such comparisons can be shown to be invalid for various reasons. The only promising such correspondence is 甥 *sr’eny → səŋ ‘sister’s son’ with Tibetan sriŋ.mo ‘sister’ (the vowel correspondence is a consequence of Dempsey’s law, see Hill 2014b).

The double correspondence *sr– to sr– or c– in Tibetan suggests that two proto-onsets must be reconstructed here: *sa-r– with a reduced vowel yielding sr–, while the actual cluster *sr– changes to c–, perhaps through a stage *[s]. ²

²The comparison of Chinese 率 *s-rut → (Parcel ‘rule’ to Tibetan srid ‘government’ is problematic for several reasons. The vowel correspondence is not a match (Gong 1995), and the Chinese verb is obviously related to 律 *rut → lwit ‘law, rule’: the s– is here nominal. On the etymology of 律 *rut, see Sagart (2014).

The only other comparison, 産 *s-pr’ar? → sən ‘produce’ to Tibetan srel ‘bring up’, which appears possible on the basis of Middle Chinese, is to be ruled out once Old Chinese reconstruction is taken into account.

³Note that the causative s– forms of r– initial verbs in Tibetan is always sr–, never c–.
3 A new example of proto-Sino-Tibetan *sr

All Rgyalrong languages share a common word for ‘(plant) root’ attested by Japhug *tr–zrwm ‘root’, Situ –sräm and Zbu –rzám. It is an inalienably possessed noun with indefinite possessor prefix *tr– (on which see Jacques 2014a: 4-5), and can be reconstructed as proto-Rgyalrong *srVm.

While some possessed nouns in Rgyalrong languages can derive from verb without any nominalization affix (see Jacques 2014a: 3-7), it is not the case for this noun, as no corresponding verb is found in any Rgyalrongic language.

Japhug has a variant –srVm which refers to the meaning ‘root’ in a more abstract sense of ‘family lineage’, as illustrated by the following example:

(2) nuːnu ou–kv–ru mʊ–nv–pu–tw–cha gu nv li dem transloc-inf-bring cond–neg-ipv–2–can fact:be lnk again nv–srVm nv–srow ma me 2sg.poss-root 2sg.poss-life apart.from fact:not.exist

If you cannot bring it here, again, there is only your family and your life (for you to lose). (Slobdpon2, 207)

This restricted meaning in a context involving a king and his subjects suggests that –srVm in Japhug is not inherited: it is borrowed from Situ Rgyalrong, which was the language of the local chieftain.\(^4\)

Apart from this example, voicing of s– in Japhug in this cluster and metathesis in Zbu is completely regular.

In Kiranti, we find a noun *sam attested by Khaling sêm ‘root’ (personal fieldwork), Yakkha sam ‘root’, Kulung sam ‘root’ (Kongren 2007, Tolsma 2006). The correspondence of Kiranti initial *s– to Japhug *zr– ‘louse’ is the same of that in the noun ‘louse’ (Japhug zrVy vs Kulung sf).

A search in STEDT reveals no similar form in any other Sino-Tibetan language. However, this word is phonologically comparable with Chinese 参 shēn (Middle Chinese apia). The character 参 has several readings, but Middle Chinese apia is associated with two meanings: one of the 28 constellations, and rhizomous medicinal plants such as Ginseng (still called in modern Chinese 参 rénshēn). The earliest attestation of the use of 参 for a medicinal plant goes back to the Western Han dynasty, and some scholars have argued for an earlier date (for instance Xu 2011, Sun 1992).

Baxter and Sagart (2014: 75) reconstruct *stVm for this character reading, but no evidence either from loanwords or phonetic series rule out the

\(^4\)Tusi 土司, in Japhug gyilpu from Tibetan rgal.po ‘king’.  
\(^5\)The only potential Tibetan borrowing with zr– is zrVntw ‘bean’ from Tibetan sran(.ma) ‘bean’ (with the native diminutive suffix –twu), though it cannot be excluded that this word is a cognate between Japhug and Tibetan.
reconstruction *sr̸m, which is the one adopted by other scholars (Schuessler 2009). Old Chinese *sr̸m is a perfect match for proto-Rgyalrong *sr̸m and proto-Kiranti *sam (as shown by Gong 1995 and Hill 2012, Old Chinese *ə regularly corresponds to a in Tibetan and other languages).

Chinese has innovated the noun 根 *[k]ə[ŋ] ‘root’, relegating the inherited word 参 *sr̸m to rhizomous medicinal plants.

4 Loss of *-r-?

In addition to the correspondences seen in section 2, comparisons where Chinese *sr corresponds to s in other languages have been proposed (in particular by Coblin 1986). Most of these examples either represent more complex correspondences (逿 *sr̸m → ʂə̯m ‘hair’ corresponds to s in some languages, and to an affricate in others, as in Burmese ʃam²‘hair’) or are spurious.⁶

Possible examples of the correspondence *sr: s include the following:

- 貢 *srə → ʂə ‘kill’ with Tibetan gsod, bsad ‘kill’, Japhug sat ‘kill’ etc. (on the vocalism of this word in Chinese, see Baxter and Sagart 2014: 214)
- 沙 *srə́j → ʂə ‘sand’ with Tibetan sa ‘place’ (see Hill 2014a concerning the rhyme correspondence).
- 戀 *srə́k → ʂəwək ‘suck, drink’ with Burmese sok ‘drink’. If this comparison is valid, the original meaning probably was ‘sip, suck’, ‘drink’ being a parallel innovation in both languages.

The only attempt to explain the double correspondence of Chinese *sr– to other languages is Handel (2002: 25). According to Handel, original PST *sr changed to s in non-Chinese languages (‘Tibeto-Burman’) before non-front vowels. This phonological solution has the merit of simplicity, and, if true, provides a common phonological innovation to all languages besides Chinese (the only one that has been explicitly proposed in print apart from the merger of *a and *ə, on which see Gong 1995, Handel 2008).

However, examples such as 色 *srək ‘colour, shame’ or 参 *srə́m ‘rhizome’ refute Handel’s theory, as they show that the conditioning factor that he proposed is not valid. There are three possibilities to account for the examples above.

First, it is possible that Handel is basically right, but that the conditioning is more restricted than he proposed: *sr– is simplified to *s– in languages other than Chinese only before *ə (and perhaps *o), not before

---

⁶The comparison of Chinese ཕ *sr̸m → ʂəwə́k ‘pair’ to Tibetan zup ‘pair’ proposed by Coblin is impossible as Tibetan z originates from pre-Tibetan *dz, see Hill (2014c).
other non-front vowels such as *a. If confirmed, this would be another piece of evidence that the merger of *a and *a is not a common innovation of non-Chinese languages (contra Gong 1995 and Handel 2008; see also Hill 2014a and Jacques 2014b: 75-6 for additional evidence of the preservation of the contrast in Lolo-Burmese and Tangut respectively). However, it would also constitute a potential common innovation for Sino-Tibetan languages other than Chinese.

Second, the *–r– could be secondary in Chinese. As proposed by Sagart (1999) (see also Baxter and Sagart 2014: 57-8), an infix *–r– is reconstructible in Old Chinese, an alternative explanation is to consider Chinese here to be innovative in these three examples. In this alternative view, the three examples above represent infixed forms, while the original base forms without infix have been lost. Thus, there would no need to look for a phonological conditioning of this correspondence.

Third, an alternative possibility is that the present models of Old Chinese reconstruction (including Starostin 1989, Schuessler 2009 and Baxter and Sagart 2014) overestimate the quantity of syllables with medial or prefixed *r– in Old Chinese by overgeneralization. In all modern systems of reconstruction, *–r– is reconstructed for all syllables with either second division rhyme, chongniu 3 and/or retroflex initials in Middle Chinese. While it has been convincingly demonstrated that clusters in *–r– is indeed one possible origin for these syllables (Yakhontov 1961), there is no definite proof that *–r– should be reconstructed in all cases.

As a measure of comparison, over 20% of syllables in Old Chinese as reconstructed by Baxter and Sagart (2014) contain a preinitial or a medial *r, while in Japhug and Tibetan, where consonant clusters including r are attested, we only find respectively 12% and 16% of syllables with non-initial r.

Given the limited number of reliable comparisons illustrating the correspondences at hand, it is too early to argue which of these three possibilities is the most probably, but each deserve to be investigated in detail.

5 Conclusion

The contribution of this paper is twofold. First, it provides a critical overview of previously proposed etymologies involving the onset *sr– in Old Chinese, and shows which etymologies are possible and which should be discarded, on the basis of philological and comparative data.

Second, it shows a new example of proto-Sino-Tibetan *sr–, and in particular the second comparison including Kiranti languages. It confirms that proto-Sino-Tibetan *sr– is simplified to *s– in proto-Kiranti. This work also contributes to the research on Sino-Tibetan subgrouping by exploring to what extent the correspondences at hand provide evidence for common
innovations of non-Chinese Sino-Tibetan languages (‘Tibeto-Burman’).
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